Baccalaureate Program
REQUIRED TEXTBOOKS: RN-to-BSN/ LPN-to-BSN 2018-2019

General information about textbooks:
Textbooks may be used for multiple courses. Do not sell your books until you find out which
texts will be used for which course. You might need them next year.
If you purchase a used book, you may need to purchase additional online resources. When this
applies, the books are identified with an appropriate notation.
Purchase or rent the book edition listed here. This edition has information not included in an
older edition. Assigned readings are based on the current edition. So, you would not know
exactly what pages to read as you prepare for class. Older editions do not have the most
current information. More important are the reading assignments. With an older edition, you
will not know exactly what you need to read.
Read more ‘FAQ- Frequently asked questions-Books’ document enclosed with your application
packet and posted online.
The E-book packages are available for purchase from the campus bookstore and from other
vendors. More information is available on the College of Nursing website:
http://nursing.ouhsc.edu/CurrentStudents/Textbooks.aspx
Print copies of textbooks may be purchased individually or as a discounted package from the
campus bookstore. Radcliffe’s is the campus bookstore for Oklahoma City and Tulsa; Lawton
students can purchase books through the Cameron University bookstore.
When purchasing E-books, remember to purchase access for 2 years.
REQUIRED FOR ALL COURSES:
Medical Dictionary: available on line and in E-book pack.
American Psychological Association. (2010). Publication manual of the American Psychological
Association. (6th Ed.). Washington D.C.
ISBN: 9781433805622
Additional resources: http://www.apastyle.org
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/research/r_apa.html
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Fall Semester 2018
NURS 3043: Health Assessment
REQUIRED:
Jarvis, C. (2016). Physical examination and health assessment. (7th ed.). St. Louis: Elsevier
Health Science. ISBN: 978-1-4557-2810-7
Note: Students can purchase online materials through a website listed inside the cover of the textbook.
More information will be given during course orientation. This is only recommended and not required.

OPTIONAL:
Jarvis, C. (2016) Pocket companion for physical examination and health assessment (7th ed.). St.
Louis: Elsevier Science. ISBN: 978-0323265379
NURS 4044: Clinical Nursing III
REQUIRED:
Stanhope, M. & Lancaster, J. (2017). Foundations of Population Health in Community/Public
Health Nursing (5th ed.). St. Louis: Elsevier. ISBN: 978-0-323-44383-8
OKC Only:
American Sentinel University (2019). Sentinel World. Immersive Learning for Healthcare
Professionals. Healthcare Learning Innovations. Retrieved from
http://sentinelworld.healthcarelearninginnovations.com?Tenant=OUHSC



OKC students, please wait until the fall term begins before accessing this website and
purchasing the online tool. At that time, students will receive a document with
instructions about purchasing this educational tool. Purchase of the online tool is done
through the website.

NURS 4143: Community-focused Nursing
REQUIRED:
Stanhope, M. & Lancaster, J. (2017). Foundations of Population Health in Community/Public
Health Nursing (5th ed.). St. Louis: Elsevier. ISBN: 978-0-323-44383-8
NURS 4014: Human Experience in Acute & Chronic Illness II
REQUIRED:
Hockenberry, M.J. & Wilson, D., (2015). Wong’s nursing care of infants and children. (10th ed.).
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St. Louis: Elsevier Health Science. ISBN: 9780323222419
Lewis, S., Bucher, L., Heitkemper, M., Harding, M., Kwong, J., & Roberts, D. (2017). Medicalsurgical nursing: Assessment and management of clinical problems. (10th ed.). St.
Louis: Elsevier Health Science. ISBN: 9780323328524
Harding, M.M. & Snyder, J.S. (2016). Winningham’s critical thinking cases in nursing: Medicalsurgical, pediatric, maternity and psychiatric. (6th ed.). St. Louis: Elsevier Health Science.
ISBN: 9780323289610
Laboratory/ diagnostic tests, medical/ nursing dictionary, and pharmacology textbooks of your
choice as references. Publication dates should be within last five years; prefer
publication dates within last two years.
OPTIONAL:
Lewis, S.L., Dirksen, S.R., Heitkemper, M. M., & Bucher, L. (2017). Study guide for: Medicalsurgical nursing: Assessment and management of clinical problems. (10th ed.). St. Louis:
Elsevier Health Science. ISBN: 9780323371179

Spring Semester 2019
NURS 3162: Human Experience of Disability
REQUIRED:
Committee on disability in America, Field, M.J. & Jette, A. M. (2007). The future of disability in
America. Washington D. C.: The National Academies Press. ISBN 10: 030910472;
ISBN-13: 978-0-309-10472-2
o Available online at: http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=11898
(Note: You do not need to buy a hard copy of this book. Download a free copy. ).
NURS 4062: Nursing Research (Career Mobility): * Hard copies recommended for N4062 course.
REQUIRED:
American Psychological Association (APA). (2010). Publication manual of the American
psychological association. (6th ed). Washington D.C. ISBN: 9781433805622
Brown, S.J. (2018). Evidence-based nursing practice: The research practice connection. (4th
ed). Burlington, MA: Jones and Bartlett. ISBN: 9781284099430
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Dearholt, S. L. and Dang, D. (2018) Johns Hopkins nursing evidence-based practice: Model and
guidelines. (3rd ed.). Indianapolis: Sigma Theta Tau International.
ISBN: 9781940446974
NURS 4126: Clinical Nursing IV RN
REQUIRED:
Huber, D.L. (2017). Leadership and Nursing Care Management. (6th edition). St. Louis:
Elsevier.
ISBN-13: 9780323389662

NURS 4226: Clinical Nursing IV LPN
REQUIRED:
Hockenberry, M.J. & Wilson, D., (2015). Wong’s nursing care of infants and children. (10th ed.).
St. Louis: Elsevier Health Science. ISBN: 9780323222419
Huber, D.L. (2017). Leadership and Nursing Care Management. (6th edition). St. Louis:
Elsevier.
ISBN-13: 9780323389662
Lewis, S., Bucher, L., Heitkemper, M., Harding, M., Kwong, J., & Roberts, D. (2017). Medicalsurgical nursing: Assessment and management of clinical problems. (10th ed.). St.
Louis: Elsevier Health Science. ISBN: 9780323328524
NURS 4134: The Practice of Leadership
REQUIRED:
Dearholt, S. L. and Dang, D. (2018) Johns Hopkins nursing evidence-based practice: Model and
guidelines. (3rd ed.). Indianapolis: Sigma Theta Tau International.
ISBN: 9781940446974
Houser, J. (2013). Nursing research: reading, using and creating evidence. (3rd ed). Burlington,
MA: Jones and Bartlett. ISBN: 1284043290
Huber, D.L. (2017). Leadership and Nursing Care Management. (6th edition). St. Louis:
Elsevier.
ISBN-13: 9780323389662
NURS 4152: Contemporary Professional Issues
REQUIRED:
Huston, C. J. (2017). Professional issues in nursing: Challenges and opportunities (4th ed.).
China: Wolters Kluwer. ISBN: 978-1-4963-3439-8
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Frequently Asked Questions: Textbooks
Q: A former student offered to sell me her books. Most of the books are the
same author and title but older editions. Is this OK?
A: No. The newer edition (required for you this year) has information not
included in an older edition. Assigned readings are based on the current edition.
Students who bought older versions of the textbooks would not know exactly
what pages to read to prepare for classes, exams or to write papers.
When information has changed and students study from the older edition, they
are more likely to miss exam questions on that content.
Q: I already bought an older edition. Reading assignments will include the page
numbers to for both the older and newer editions book, right?
A: In general, the answer is ‘No’. If a new edition is required for this year, the
relevant page numbers from both the edition used last year and the current
edition might be given. However, faculty are not required to list both sets of
readings.
Students are still responsible for content in the newer edition. Any textbook
references used for papers and assignments must be from the current edition.
Exam questions will be based on information in the newest edition of the
textbook.
Q: Can I purchase a used book as long as it is the same edition?
A: Yes. However, students may need to purchase additional online resources.
This information is listed, if applicable, on the textbook list.
Q: Should I buy the E-books or print copies?
A: This depends partly depends on student learning style. If a student is very
comfortable reading, studying and remembers information from E-books, and
does well on tests, then the E-book package may be right the right choice. If a
student think they do better with print copies, then print textbooks would be the
best choice. Some students buy E-books and then buy print copies of selected
textbooks. If electricity goes out and/or internet service is interrupted, having a
print copy is certainly an asset. Note: When purchasing an E-book or E-book
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package, buy access for at least two years. This grants access to the books for the
entire nursing program plus a few months after graduation.
With an E-book package, students get access codes to online materials.
Many publishers provide automatic updates at no cost. With printed books, you
may need to also buy an access code (if required for the course).
Q: Can I sell my books at the end of the semester?
A: Do not sell nursing textbooks after the semester in which they are used.
Often, the same textbooks are used in multiple nursing courses throughout the
program and are needed.

Updated 3.12.18 BH BGH.
Final 4/3/18 jko
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